Detecting whether a finite execution trace (or a computation) 
Introduction
A fundamental problem in distributed systems is that of predicate detection -detecting whether a finite execution trace of a distributed program satisfies a given predicate. There are applications of predicate detection in many domains such as testing, debugging, and monitoring of distributed programs. For example, when debugging a distributed mutual exclusion algorithm, it is useful to monitor the system to detect concurrent accesses to the shared resources.
We can model a finite trace in two ways. The first model imposes a partial order between events, for example Lamport's happened-before relation [19] . The second model imposes a total order (interleaving) of events. We use the former approach in this paper, which is a more faithful representation of concurrency [19] .
Consider an execution of a distributed program. The partial order model of the resulting execution trace is shown in Figure 1 (a). In the trace, there are two processes P 1 and P 2 with integer variables x and y, respectively. The events are represented by solid circles. Process P 2 sends a message to process P 1 by executing event f 1 and process P 1 receives that message by executing event e 1 . Each event is labeled with the value of the respective variable immediately after the event is executed. For example, the value of x immediately after executing e 1 is 2. The first event on each process initializes the state of the process. Figure 1(b) contains the set of all reachable global states of the computation reachable from the initial state {e 0 , f 0 }. In the figure, we represent a global state as a tuple where each element is the last event that occurred on a process. Observe that {e 1 , f 0 } is not a reachable global state because it depicts a situation where a message has been received from P 2 by P 1 , that is e 1 , but P 2 has not yet sent the message. By using a partial order representation, we are able to capture all possible interleavings of events, namely ten in total, rather than a single interleaving. One such interleaving sequence is {e 0 , f 0 }, {e 0 , f 1 }, {e 1 , f 1 }, {e 2 , f 1 }, {e 3 , f 1 }, {e 3 , f 2 }, {e 3 , f 3 } as shown in Figure 1 (b) with thick lines. Therefore we can obtain better coverage in terms of testing and debugging by capturing all interleavings. This coverage may translate into finding bugs that are not found using a single interleaving.
The main problem in predicate detection in the partial order model is the state explosion problem-the set of possible global states of a distributed program with n individual processes can be of size exponential in n. A variety of strategies for ameliorating the state explosion problem, including symbolic representation of states and partial order reduction have been explored [21, 11, 33, 24, 5, 31, 32] .
In this paper, we present a provably efficient predicate detection algorithm using a technique called computation slicing. Computation slicing was introduced in [9, 22] as an abstraction technique for analyzing distributed computations (finite execution traces). A computation slice, defined with respect to a global predicate, is the computation with the least number of global states that contains all global states of the original computation for which the predicate evaluates to true. This is in contrast to traditional slicing techniques which either work at the program level or do slicing with respect to variables. Computation slicing can be used to throw away the extraneous global states of the original computation in an efficient manner, and focus on only those that are currently relevant for our purpose.
With the results of this paper, we can efficiently use computation slicing for predicate detection in the subset of CTL [2] with the following three properties. First, temporal operators are EF, EG, and AG. Second, atomic propositions are regular predicates, which we will define later. Third, negation operator has been pushed onto atomic propositions. We call this logic Regular CTL plus (RCTL+), where plus denotes that the disjunction and negation operators are included in the logic. We also consider a disjunction and negation free subset of RCTL+ and denote this by Regular CTL (RCTL). In RCTL+, we use the class of predicates, called regular predicates, that was introduced in [9] . The slice with respect to a regular predicate contains precisely those global states for which the predicate evaluates to true. Regular predicates widely occur in practice during verification. Some examples of regular predicates are conjunction of local predicates [8, 16] such as "all processes are in red state", certain channel predicates [8] such as "at most k messages are in transit from process P i to P j ", and some relational predicates [8] . We show that temporal predicates EF(p), EG(p), and AG(p) are regular when p is regular and present polynomial-time algorithms to compute slices with respect to these temporal predicates.
We show that the complexity of predicate detection for a predicate p in RCTL is O(|p| · n 2 |E|), where |p| is the number of boolean and temporal operators in p. To the best of our knowledge, there did not previously exist efficient algorithms (polynomial in the number of processes) to detect predicates that contain nested temporal logic predicates. An example of a nested predicate is AG(EF(reset)), which states that reset is possible from every state. Furthermore, we validate with experiments that even for RCTL+ predicates our computation slicing based technique is very effective.
We also implemented our predicate detection algorithms for RCTL and RCTL+, which use computation slicing, in a prototype tool called Partial Order Trace Analyzer (POTA) [29] . We performed experiments using POTA on several protocols such as the Asynchronous Transfer Mode Ring (ATMR) [17] . ATMR protocol is an ISO standard based on a high-speed shared medium connecting a number of ac- 00  00  00  11  11  11   00  00  00  11  11  11   00  00  00  11  11  11   00  00  00  11  11  11   00  00  00  11  11  11   00  00  00  11  11  11  00  00  00  11  11  11   00  00  00  11  11  11  00  00  00  11  11  11   00  00  00  00   11  11  11  11   00  00  00  11  11  11   00  00  00  00   11  11  11  11   00  00  00  00   11  11  11 cess nodes by channels in a ring topology. Peng et al. [25] performed experiments with this scalable protocol for different number of nodes in the ring. However, they could not complete full state space verification even for a configuration of ATMR with 3 nodes using SPIN [15] model checking tool. Instead, they used bit-state hashing approximation technique for verification upto 6 nodes. In our experiments, we could complete full state space verification of execution traces for a configuration with 250 nodes. We used the translator module in POTA that translates traces into Promela (SPIN input language) to enable comparison with SPIN on execution traces. Although, SPIN is designed for checking correctness of programs and not traces, to the best of our knowledge it is the best distributed program verification tool with effective reduction techniques that we can use for our models. Even with an execution trace input, SPIN failed to complete verification for configurations with more than 3 nodes in the case of ATMR. In all cases, our technique completes fast and uses state space efficiently. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We advocate the use of computation slicing approach for temporal logic predicate detection. To this end, we extend computation slicing to include algorithms for such predicates. This approach allows us to detect nested temporal logic predicates efficiently.
• We identify a regular subset of temporal logic CTL that contains predicates for which the slices contain precisely those global states that satisfy the predicate. In particular, we prove that temporal predicates EF(p), EG(p), and AG(p) are regular, whereas AF(p), EX(p), AX(p), EU(p, q), and AU(p, q), in general, are not regular when p and q are regular.
• We present polynomial-time algorithms to compute slices for EF(p), EG(p), and AG(p), when p is regular.
• As an application, we show how to use computation slicing in predicate detection for the regular subset of temporal logic CTL, which includes nested temporal logic predicates, and present polynomial-time algorithms to accomplish this.
Example
To illustrate predicate detection using computation slicing, consider the computation in Figure 1 (a). Let p = (2 ≤ x ≤ 4) ∧ (y = 2), and suppose we want to detect EF(p), that is, whether there exists a global state that satisfies p. Without computation slicing, we are forced to examine all global states of the computation, thirteen in total, to decide whether the computation satisfies the predicate. Alternatively, we can compute the slice of the computation with respect to the regular predicate EF(p) and use this slice for predicate detection. For this purpose, first we compute the slice with respect to the atomic proposition p as follows. Immediately after executing f 2 , the value of y becomes 2 which does not satisfy y = 2. To reach a global state satisfying y = 2, f 3 has to be executed. In other words, any global state in which only f 2 has been executed but not f 3 is of no interest to us and can be ignored. The slice is shown in Figure 1 (c). It is modeled by a partial order on a set of metaevents; each meta-event consists of one or more "primitive" events. A global state of the slice either contains all the events in a meta-event or none of them. Moreover, a metaevent "belongs" to a global state only if all its incoming neighbours are also contained in the state. The slice contains only four states C, D, V and W and has much fewer states than the computation itself -exponentially smaller in many cases -resulting in substantial savings. Using the slice in Figure 1 (c), we can obtain the last state that satisfies p in the computation, which is denoted by W . We also know from the definition of EF(p) that every global state of the computation that occurs before W satisfies EF(p), e.g. states enclosed in the dashed ellipse in Figure 1(b) . Therefore, applying this observation we can compute the slice with respect to EF(p) as shown in Figure 1(d) , where the slice and the computation have the same consistent cuts upto W . Finally, we check whether the initial state of the computation is the same as the initial state of the slice. If the answer is yes then the predicate is satisfied, otherwise not.
Computation slicing can indeed be used to facilitate predicate detection even for a larger class of predicates than RCTL+ as illustrated by the following example. Consider a predicate p that is a conjunction of two clauses p 1 and p 2 . Now, assume that p 1 is such that it belongs to RCTL+ but p 2 has no structural property that can be exploited for efficient detection, such as, (x 1 * x 2 + x 3 > x 4 ), where x i is an integer variable on process i. To detect p, without computation slicing, we are forced to use global-statespace-construction-based approaches, which do not take advantage of the fact that p 1 can be detected efficiently. With computation slicing, however, we can first compute the slice for p 1 . If only a small fraction of global states satisfy p 1 , then instead of detecting p in the computation, it is much more efficient to detect p in the slice. Therefore by spending only polynomial amount of time in computing the slice we can throw away exponential number of global states, thereby obtaining an exponential speedup overall. This also shows that our approach is orthogonal to previous reduction techniques.
Related Work
Predicate detection is a hard problem. Detecting even a 2-CNF predicate under EF modality has been shown to be NP-complete, in general [23] . Some examples of the predicates for which the predicate detection can be solved efficiently are: conjunctive [8, 16] , disjunctive [8] , observerindependent [1, 8] , linear [8, 26] , and non-temporal regular [9, 22] predicates. These predicate classes have been so far detected under some or all of the temporal operators EF, EG, AG, AF and under the until operator of CTL [26] , but not under any nesting of these operators. For example, a predicate EF(p ∧ EG(q)), where p and q are conjunctive predicates, cannot be efficiently detected using only the efficient algorithms for conjunctive predicates. With the results of this paper, we can detect such nested temporal logic predicates efficiently.
The idea of using temporal logic for analyzing execution traces (also referred to as runtime verification) has recently been attracting a lot of attention. We first presented a temporal logic framework for partially ordered execution traces in [26] and gave efficient algorithms for predicates of the form EG(p) and AG(p) when p is a linear predicate. The efficiency of those algorithms depended on the fact that p was a state predicate and therefore we could efficiently evaluate the satisfiability of p at a global state. However, in this paper we present implementation of efficient algorithms even when p is a temporal predicate.
Some other examples of using temporal logic for checking execution traces are the commercial Temporal Rover tool (TR) [4] , the MaC tool [18] , the JPaX tool [13] , and the JMPaX tool [30] . TR allows the user to specify the temporal formula in programs. These temporal formula are translated into Java code before compilation. The MaC and JPaX tools consider a totally ordered view of an execution trace and therefore can potentially miss bugs that can be deduced from the trace. LTL based verification of execution traces use automata generation [10, 7] or rewriting [14] , where the verification complexity is polynomial time yet the representation model is a total order. JMPaX tool is closer to our tool POTA [29] because of the partial order trace model. We work with message passing distributed programs, whereas JMPaX considers multithreaded shared memory Java programs. However, the input to our techniques is a partial order therefore we can easily use the partial order traces generated by JMPaX and consequently extend the applicability of our technique to multithreaded Java programs. JMPaX uses a subset of temporal logic with safety where atomic propositions can be arbitrary. Whereas we use a subset of temporal logic with both safety and liveness where atomic propositions are restricted. The complexity of the predicate detection algorithm in our approach is polynomial-time whereas the complexity is exponential-time in JMPaX.
Model
We assume a loosely-coupled message-passing asynchronous system without any shared memory or a global clock. A distributed program consists of n sequential processes denoted by P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n communicating via asynchronous messages. In this paper, we are concerned with a single computation (execution) of a distributed program. We assume that no messages are altered or spuriously introduced. We do not make any assumptions about FIFO nature of channels.
Traditionally, a distributed computation is modeled as a partial order on a set of events, called happened-before relation [19] . The happened-before relation between any two "primitive" events e and f can be formally stated as the smallest relation such that e happened-before f if and only if e occurs before f in the same process, or e is a send of a message and f is a receive of that message, or there exists an event g such that e happened-before g and g happenedbefore f . In this paper we relax the restriction that the order on events must be a partial order. More precisely, we use directed graphs to model distributed computations as well as slices. Directed graphs allow us to handle both of them in a uniform and convenient manner.
Given a directed graph G, let V(G) and E(G) denote the set of vertices and edges, respectively. We define a consistent cut (global state) on directed graphs as a subset of vertices such that if the subset contains a vertex then it contains all its incoming neighbours. Formally,
. We say that a strongly connected component is non-trivial if it has more than one vertex. We denote the set of consistent cuts of a directed graph G by C(G). Observe that the empty set ∅ and the set of vertices V(G) trivially belong to C(G). We call them trivial consistent cuts.
We model a distributed computation (or simply a computation), denoted by E, → , as a directed graph with vertices as the set of events E and edges as →. We use event and vertex interchangeably. A distributed computation in our model can contain cycles. This is because whereas a computation in the happened-before model captures the observable order of execution of events, a computation in our model captures the set of possible consistent cuts. Intuitively, each strongly connected component of a computation can be viewed as a meta-event; a meta-event consists of one or more primitive events.
We assume the presence of a fictitious global initial and a global final event, denoted by ⊥ and ⊤, respectively. The global initial event occurs before any other event on the processes and initializes the state of the processes. The global final event occurs after all other events on the processes. Any non-trivial consistent cut will contain the global initial event and not the global final event. Therefore, every consistent cut of a computation in traditional model (happenedbefore model) is a non-trivial consistent cut of the computation in our model and vice versa. Note that the empty consistent cut, ∅, in the traditional model corresponds to {⊥} in our model and the final consistent cut, E, in the traditional model corresponds to E − {⊤} in our model and we denote this by E. We use uppercase letters C, D, H, V , and W to represent consistent cuts. Figure 2 shows a computation and its lattice of (nontrivial) consistent cuts. Given a consistent cut, a predicate is evaluated with respect to the values of variables resulting after executing all events in the cut. If a predicate p evaluates to true for a consistent cut C, we say that C satisfies p. We leave the predicate undefined for the trivial consistent cuts. A global predicate is local if it depends on variables of a single process. We will define temporal logic predicates in Section 6.
Background on Slicing and Regular Predicates
The notion of computation slice is based on the Birkhoff's Representation Theorem for Finite Distributive Lattices [3] . The readers who are not familiar with earlier papers on slicing in [9, 22] are urged to read Appendix 10.2. Roughly speaking, a computation slice (or simply a slice) is a concise representation of all those consistent cuts of the computation that satisfy the predicate. More precisely,
Definition 1 (slice [22]) A slice of a computation with respect to a predicate is a directed graph with the least num-ber of consistent cuts that contains all consistent cuts of the given computation for which the predicate evaluates to true.
We denote the slice of a computation E, → with respect to a predicate p by slice( E, → , p). Note that E, → = slice( E, → , true). Every slice derived from the computation E, → has the trivial consistent cuts (∅ and E) among its set of consistent cuts. A slice is empty if it has no non-trivial consistent cuts [22] . In the rest of the paper, unless otherwise stated, a consistent cut refers to a non-trivial consistent cut. In general, a slice will contain consistent cuts that do not satisfy the predicate (besides trivial consistent cuts). In case a slice does not contain any such cut, it is called lean. We next give the class of predicates for which the slice is lean.
Given a computation, the set of consistent cuts satisfying a regular predicate forms a sublattice of the set of consistent cuts of the computation [9] . Equivalently, Definition 2 (regular predicate [9] ) A predicate is regular if given two consistent cuts that satisfy the predicate, the consistent cuts obtained by their set union and set intersection also satisfy the predicate. Formally, given a regular predicate p,
We say that a regular predicate is non-temporal if it does not contain temporal operators such as EF, AG, and EG, otherwise it is a temporal regular predicate.
Some examples of non-temporal regular predicates are monotonic channel predicates such as "there are at least k messages in transit from P i to P j ", conjunction of local predicates such as "P i and P j are in critical section", and relational predicates such as x 1 − x 2 ≤ 5, where x i is a monotonically non-decreasing integer variable on process i. From the definition of a regular predicate we deduce that a regular predicate has a least satisfying cut and a greatest satisfying cut. Furthermore, the class of regular predicates is closed under conjunction.
Also in [22] polynomial-time algorithms are given to compute slices with respect to boolean combination of regular predicates. Given the slices with respect to two regular predicates, the complexity of computing the slice for the conjunction and disjunction of these regular predicates is O(n 2 |E|). The complexity of computing the slice for the negation of a regular predicate is O(n 2 |E| 2 ). Note that regular predicates are not closed under disjunction and negation operators therefore slices obtained with respect to predicates that contain these operators may not be lean.
We now give a formal definition of RCTL+ which uses regular predicates as atomic propositions.
RCTL+ Syntax and Semantics
We
the set of vertices in some strongly connected component in E, → and e ∩ C = ∅. We denote the reflexive closure of this relation by ⊲. A consistent cut sequence C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C k of (C(G), ⊆) satisfies that for each 0 ≤ i < k, C i ⊲ C i+1 . We say that a cut D is reachable from a cut C if C ⊆ D.
Propositional temporal logics use a finite set of atomic propositions AP , each one of which represents some property of the global state. A labeling function λ: C(G) → 2 AP assigns to each global state the set of predicates from AP that hold in it. In this paper we assume that atomic propositions are non-temporal regular predicates and their negations.
The formal syntax of RCTL+ is given below.
• Every predicate ap ∈ AP is an RCTL+ formula.
• If p and q are RCTL+ formulas, then so are p ∨ q, p ∧ q, EF(p), EG(p), and AG(p).
Given a finite distributive lattice L = (C(G), ⊆), the formulas of RCTL+ are interpreted over the consistent cuts in C(G). Let p be an RCTL+ formula and C be a consistent cut in C(G). Then, the satisfaction relation, L, C |= p means that predicate p holds at consistent cut C in lattice L = (C(G), ⊆) and is defined inductively below. We denote C |= p as a short form for L, C |= p, when L is clear from the context.
• C |= ap iff ap ∈ λ(C) for an atomic proposition ap.
• C |= p ∧ q iff C |= p and C |= q.
• C |= p ∨ q iff either C |= p or C |= q.
• C |= EG(p) iff for some consistent cut sequence
• C |= AG(p) iff for all consistent cut sequences
• C |= EF(p) iff for some consistent cut sequence
We define L |= p if and only if L, {⊥} |= p. The formula C |= AG(p) (resp. C |= EG(p)) intuitively means that for all consistent cut sequences (resp. for some consistent cut sequence) C, . . . , E, p holds at every cut of the sequence. The formula C |= EF(p) intuitively means that for some consistent cut sequence C, . . . , E, there exists a consistent cut that satisfies p.
We define RCTL as the subset of RCTL+ where disjunction and negation operators are not allowed.
The predicate detection problem is to decide whether the initial consistent cut of a distributed computation satisfies a predicate.
Note that full CTL contains X and U operators, to denote next-time and until modalities. However, we are not going to explain them here due to space limitations.
Temporal Regular Predicates
In this section, we study regularity of a predicate p when temporal operators EF, AG, and EG are applied to it. These results enable us to compute lean slices for these temporal predicates.
Lemma 1 If p is a regular predicate then EF(p), AG(p),
and EG(p) are regular predicates. Proof Sketch: Our goal is to prove that for all consistent cuts D, H if D and H satisfy EF(p) (resp. AG(p), EG(p)) then (D ∩ H) and (D ∪ H) satisfy EF(p) (resp. AG(p), EG(p)).
• •
AG(p) is a regular predicate: From the definition of AG(p), for all consistent cuts
and (H ∪ J) satisfy p. Since p is regular, it is easy to show
• EG(p) is a regular predicate: From the definition of EG(p), there exist consistent cut sequences (D 0 = D), . . . , (D k = E) and (H 0 = H), . . . , (H m = E) such that p is satisfied at all cuts of the sequences. Since p is a regular predicate,
However, the regularity does not follow in the case of AF(p), EX(p), AX(p), EU(p, q) and AU(p, q). We now give an example in Figure 3 where consistent cuts D and H satisfy AF(p) but their intersection (D ∩ H) does not. This is because there exists a path starting from (D ∩ H) and ending at the final cut E where p never holds on the path.
We present examples for the other temporal predicates in the extended version of the paper [27] . 
Computation Slices for Temporal Predicates
In this section, we describe computation slicing algorithms for temporal regular predicates to enable efficient predicate detection for RCTL+. Earlier, Mittal and Garg [9, 22] presented computation slicing algorithms for nontemporal regular predicates, which they use to detect predicates such as EF(p), EG(p) and AG(p). We present algorithms for temporal regular predicates, which we use to detect nested temporal predicates such as EG(p ∧ EF(q)).
Since the consistent cuts of the slice of a computation is a subset of consistent cuts of the computation, the slice can be obtained by adding edges to the computation. In other words, the slice contains additional edges that do not exist in the computation. These additional edges may generate strongly connected components in the slice. For example, consider Figure 6 (a) that displays the slice of the computation in Figure 2 with respect to ¬((x = 5) ∧ (y = 2)). The only consistent cut in the computation that does not satisfy the predicate is {e 3 , f 1 }. By adding the edge (f 2 , e 3 ), we disallow this consistent cut from the slice. Similarly, since the consistent cuts of the slice for AG(p) is a subset of consistent cuts of the slice for p, the slice for AG(p) can be obtained by adding edges to the slice for p. Below, we will show which edges we should add to a computation (resp. to the slice for p ) for computing slices for EF(p) (resp. for computing slices for AG(p) ).
Slicing Algorithms
Now we explain Algorithm A1 in Figure 5 for generating the slice of a computation with respect to EF(p). From the definition of EF(p), all consistent cuts of the computation that can reach the greatest consistent cut that satisfy p, say W , will also satisfy EF(p) and furthermore these are the only cuts that satisfy EF(p). We can find the cut W using slice( E, → , p) when it is nonempty. We construct the slice for EF(p) from the computation so that the slice has the same consistent cuts as the computation upto the final cut of the slice W . To ensure that all cuts that cannot reach W do not belong to the slice, we add edges from ⊤ to the successors of events in the frontier of W in the computation. Adding an edge from ⊤ to an event makes any cut that contains the event trivial. Figure 4 shows the application of Algorithm A1. Given the slice of the computation in Figure 2(a) for some predicate p as shown in Figure 4 (a), first we compute the final cut of the slice for p, that is, {e 2 , f 3 }. Then, on the computation, we add an edge from ⊤ to the successor of e 2 , that is e 3 . The successor of f 3 does not exist so we do not add any other edges. The resulting slice for EF(p) is displayed in Figure 4(c In
Step 1 we can find the final cut of slice( E, → , p) using the strongly connected components in O(n|E|). Steps 2 to 4 take O(n) time. The overall complexity is O(n|E|).
Algorithm A2 in Figure 5 generates the slice for AG(p). We explained above that to obtain the slice for AG(p) we will add edges to the slice for p and therefore eliminate consistent cuts that do not belong to the slice for AG(p). We claim that consistent cuts of slice for p that do not include vertex e of each additional edge (e, f ) do not satisfy AG(p). For simplicity, let the slice( E, → , p) have
Algorithm A1
Input: A computation E, → and slice( E, → , p) Output: slice( E, → , EF(p)) 1.
Let G be E, → and let W be the final cut of slice( E, → , p) 2.
If W exists then 3.
∀ e ∈ f rontier(W ): add an edge from the vertex ⊤ to succ(e) in G 4.
return G 5.
else return empty slice
Algorithm A2
Input: A computation E, → and slice( E, → , p)
For each pair of vertices (e, f ) in slice( E, → , p) such that, (i) ¬(e → f ) in E, → , and (ii) (e → f ) in slice( E, → , p) add an edge from vertex e to the vertex ⊥ in G 3.
return G
Algorithm A3
For each pair of vertices (e, f ) in slice( E, → , p) such that, (i) ¬(e → f ) in E, → , and (ii) (e → f ) and (f → e) in slice( E, → , p) add an edge from vertex e to the vertex ⊥ in G 3.
return G Figure 5 . Algorithm for generating a slice with respect to
EF(p), AG(p) and EG(p)
a single additional edge (e, f ). Consider consistent cuts {⊥}, {f 1 }, {e 1 , f 1 }, and {e 2 , f 1 } of the slice in Figure  6 (a) that do not include vertex f 2 of the additional edge (f 2 , e 3 ). It is easy to see that these four consistent cuts do not satisfy AG(p). This is because there exists a consistent cut {e 3 , f 1 } in the computation that does not satisfy p, yet which is reachable from these four consistent cuts. We now give a proof sketch of the correctness of the algorithm for the simplified case with a single additional edge. Due to space limitations, the formal proof of correctness of the algorithms in this section are given in the extended version of the paper in [27] .
Theorem 2
Given a computation E, → and slice( E, → , p), a consistent cut D in E, → satisfies AG(p) iff it includes vertex e of the additional edge (e, f ) in slice( E, → , p).
Proof Sketch:
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Now we prove the other direction. If a consistent cut
Step 2 we can add edges for each additional edge in slice( E, → , p). From [22] , there are O(n|E|) such edges when the skeletal representation of a slice is used. Therefore, the overall complexity is O(n|E|).
The algorithm for EG(p) slicing displayed in Figure 5 is similar to the AG(p) slicing algorithm. However in this case, for each additional edge (e, f ) that generates a nontrivial strongly connected component in slice( E, → , p), we add an edge from the vertex e to the vertex ⊥. Intuitively, due to such a strongly connected component on all paths from the initial to the final state in the computation there exists a cut that does not satisfy p.
Predicate Detection using Slicing
Figure 7 displays our predicate detection algorithm that uses slicing algorithms developed in this section. The complexity of predicate detection for RCTL is dominated by the complexity of computing the slice with respect to a nontemporal regular predicates, which has O(n 2 |E|) complexity [9, 22] . Therefore, the overall complexity of predicate detection for RCTL is O(|p| · n 2 |E|), where |p| is the number of boolean and temporal operators in p.
When the predicate does not belong to RCTL (that is, it contains disjunction or negation operators) the slice may not be lean. In this case, we may have to take an extra step. This is because the initial state of the slice may not satisfy the predicate. Therefore, we employ the translator module of POTA and translate the slice into Promela [15] . Then we use SPIN to check the trace assuming that there are equivalent specifications in LTL. Using SPIN may lead to exponential-time complexity for RCTL+. However, the slice is in general much smaller than the computation and therefore we still have efficient verification, which we validate with experiments in the next section.
Input:
A computation E, → and an RCTL+ predicate p Output: Predicate is satisfied or not 1.
Recursively process p from inside to outside while applying temporal and boolean operators to compute slices 2.
If initial( E, → ) = initial(slice( E, → , p) then 3.
return false and counterexample else 4.
if p does not contain ¬ or ∨ then 5.
return true 6.
else run SPIN on the translated slice( E, → , p) Figure 7 . Predicate Detection using Slicing
Experimental Results
We implemented our algorithms using Java in a prototype tool called Partial Order Temporal Analyzer (POTA) [29] . POTA consists of analyzer, translator and instrumentor modules. We have implemented slicing based predicate detection algorithms in the analyzer module. Predicate detection algorithms from our previous research has not been implemented yet. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of POTA, we performed experiments with scalable protocols, comparing our computation slicing based approach with partial order reduction based approach of SPIN [15] . The translator module takes an execution trace and generates Promela code. Currently, the instrumentation is being done manually. The instrumented program is such that when run every process outputs its local state where a local state contains the values of variables relevant to the predicate in question and a vector clock that is updated for each internal, send and receive event according to the Fidge/Mattern [6, 20] algorithm. Vector clocks enable us to obtain a partial order representation of traces. All experiments were performed on a 1.4 Ghz Pentium 4 machine running Linux. We restricted the memory usage to 512MB, but did not set a time limit. The two performance metrics we measured are running time (T in seconds) and memory usage (M in megabytes). We run the programs for 20 seconds and our measurements are averaged over 20 traces for each program. Further experimental results can be obtained from POTA website [28] for protocols such as General Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP), distributed dining philosophers and leader election.
First, we use the Distributed Mutual Exclusion protocol from [12] in Java and check the complement of the liveness property, that is, i EF tryCS i ∧ EG(¬inCS i ) , for each process i. Observe that the negation of a local predicate ¬inCS i is also a local predicate and furthermore it is a regular predicate.
Next, we perform experiments for the primary secondary program [32] , which concerns an algorithm designed to ensure that the system always contains a pair of processes acting together as primary and secondary. The property requires that there is a pair of processes P i and P j such that (1) P i is acting as a primary and correctly thinks that P j is its secondary, and (2) P j is acting as a secondary and correctly thinks that P i is its primary. Both the primary and secondary may choose new processes as their successor at any time. The complement of the safety property is EF ¬isP rimary i ∨ ¬isSecondary j ∨ (secondary i =
Note that this predicate contains disjunction operators and the slice may not be lean.
Finally, we present experimental results for the Asynchronous Transfer Mode Ring (ATMR) protocol which was verified in [25] using SPIN.
ATMR protocol [17] is an ISO standard based on a highspeed shared medium connecting a number of access nodes by channels in a ring topology. For controlling access to this type of shared medium, the ring is first initialized with a fixed number of ATM cells continuously circulating around the channel from one node to another. Within each access node there is an access unit which performs both the physical layer convergence function and the access control function. Access to the ring is requested by the client and controlled by a combination of a window mechanism and a reset procedure. The client can issue a sending request to the access unit and receive a data cell. The window mechanism limits the number of cells a node can transmit at a time, called the "credits" of this node. The reset procedure reinitializes the window in all access units to a predefined credit value.
We conducted experiments for the following predicates used in [25] .
1. Once an access unit exhausts its window size credit, the credit will eventually be renewed. EF (credit i == 0) ∧ EG(¬(credit i == 6)) , for all access units i, where credit stands for the number of credits which is being held by an access unit and 6 is the preset maximum value. 2. A client's request will be eventually acknowledged.
EF req i ∧EG(¬ack i ) , for all clients i, where req is a cell sending request signal from a client to an access unit. If the requested cell has been sent out, the access unit will return an ack signal to the client. 3. An access unit will eventually exit Reset state and enter the Send state. EF Reset i ∧ EG(¬Send i ) , for all access units i.
4. An access unit will eventually exhaust its window size credit. EF (credit i == 6) ∧ EG(¬(credit i == 0)) , for all access units i.
The full state space verification of ATMR by Peng et al. [25] even for a configuration with 3 nodes was not completed due to state explosion. To enable verification for larger number of processes, they used an approximation technique in SPIN called bit-state hashing where two bits of memory are used to store a reachable state. With bit-state hashing, they could verify upto 6 nodes on a 2GB memory machine with less than 98 percent coverage.
We generated execution traces for upto 250 nodes and completed full state space verification of these traces. Whereas, SPIN failed to complete full state space verification for more than 3 nodes even when the input were traces rather than the protocol. Similarly, we verified execution traces with 100 processes for mutual exclusion protocol and for 40 processes for primary secondary protocol, whereas SPIN failed to complete for more than 5 processes and 10 processes, respectively. In Figure 8 , we present experimental results for the first two properties of ATMR. Our results for mutual exclusion and primary secondary protocols are displayed in Figure 9 and Figure 10 , respectively. We use logscale for time and memory in Figure 10 , which shows that even in the case of predicates with disjunction operator slicing can reduce the state space substantially.
The experimental work proves that for large problem sizes, computation slicing is an effective technique. 
Birkhoff's Theorem
We first describe some concepts needed to understand the theorem. Given a lattice, its meet (infimum) and join (supremum) operators are denoted by ⊓ and ⊔ , respectively. A lattice is distributive if meet distributes over join [3] . We call an element of a lattice join-irreducible if it cannot be expressed as join of two distinct elements (of the lattice), both different from itself [3] . Let L be a lattice and J I(L) be the set of its join-irreducible elements. In case L is a distributive lattice, it satisfies an important property. Specifically, every element in L can be expressed as join of some subset of elements in J I(L) and vice versa [3, Birkhoff's Theorem]. In other words, J I(L) completely characterizes L. This is significant because |J I(L)| is generally much smaller-exponentially in many cases-than |L|. Hence if some computation on L can instead be performed on J I(L), we obtain a significant computational advantage.
Consider a computation E, → and let C(E) denote the set of its consistent cuts. In [9] , it was shown that C(E) forms a distributive lattice under the relation ⊆; its join and meet operators correspond to set union (∪) and set intersection (∩), respectively. Furthermore, no additional structural property is satisfied by C(E). The set of join-irreducible elements of C(E) is isomorphic to the set of strongly connected components of E, → . Now, consider a subset D ⊆ C(E). We say that D forms a sublattice of C(E) if D is closed under set union and set intersection. That is, given two consistent cuts from D, the consistent cuts obtained by their set union and set intersection also belong to D. It can be proved that any sublattice of a distributive lattice is also a distributive lattice [3] . Thus if D is a sublattice of C(E), then, using Birkhoff's Theorem, J I(D) completely characterizes D. This forms the basis for the notion of computation slice. Figure 11(a) . The (distributive) lattice spanned by its set of consistent cuts is shown in Figure 11(b) Figure 11(b) ) can be expressed as the join of the consistent cuts U and V .
Example 2 Consider the computation shown in

Establishing the Existence and Uniqueness of Computation Slice
It was proven in [22] that the slice exists and is uniquely defined for all predicates. The main idea behind the proof is as follows. Consider the computation E, → and a predicate p. Let C(E) denote the set of consistent cuts of E, → and further, let C p (E) ⊆ C(E) be the subset of those consistent cuts that satisfy p. We show that there exists a unique subset D ⊆ C(E) satisfying the following conditions. First, D contains C p (E), that is, C p (E) ⊆ D. Second, D forms a sublattice of C(E). Last, among all sublattices that fulfill the first two conditions, D is the smallest one. From Birkhoff's Theorem, J I(D), the set of join-irreducible elements of D, completely characterizes D. We call the poset (partially ordered set) induced on the consistent cuts of J I(D) by the relation ⊆ as the slice of E, → with respect to p. Each join-irreducible element gives rise to a metaevent. Alternatively, the slice can also be represented by a directed graph drawn on the set of events such that the set of consistent cuts of the graph is exactly D. Such a graph can be obtained by simply forming a strongly connected component out of each meta-event. Whereas the poset representation of a slice is better for presentation purposes, the graph representation is more suited for slicing algorithms. Figure 11 (b) . The consistent cuts that satisfy the predicate x + y − z ≤ 1 have been shaded in the figure. Figure 11(c) 
Example 3 Consider the lattice of consistent cuts depicted in
